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ABSTRACT 

The reflection/transmission laws (R/T laws) of plane waves at a plane interface 
between two homogeneous anisotropic viscoelastic (dissipative) halfspaces are discussed. 
Algorithms for determining the slowness vectors of reflected/transmitted plane waves from 
the known slowness vector of the incident wave are proposed. In viscoelastic media, the 
slowness vectors of plane waves are complex-valued, p = P + iAp = P + iA, where PP is the 
propagation vector, and AA the attenuation vector. The proposed algorithms may be 
applied to bulk plane waves (A = 0A = 0), homogeneous plane waves (A 6= 0A 6= 0, PP and AA 
parallel), and inhomogeneous plane waves (A 6= 0A 6= 0, PP and AA non-parallel). The manner, 
in which the slowness vector is specified, plays an important role in the algorithms. For 
unrestricted anisotropy and viscoelasticity, the algorithms require an algebraic equation 
of the sixth degree to be solved in each halfspace. The degree of the algebraic equation 
decreases to four or two for simpler cases (isotropic media, plane waves in symmetry 
planes of anisotropic media). The physical consequences of the proposed algorithms are 
discussed in detail. 

 
Key word s :  viscoelastic anisotropic media, reflection and transmission laws, 

Snell’s law 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Consider a planar structural interface §§ between two homogeneous anisotropic 
viscoelastic halfspaces, and a time-harmonic plane wave incident from one halfspace at it. 
Denote by pincpinc the slowness vector of the incident wave. This paper deals with the 
determination of slowness vectors prpr of any reflected/transmitted waves from known 
pincpinc. Both prpr and pincpincmay be complex-valued. 

For an interface between two perfectly elastic, isotropic media, the analytical solutions 
of the above formulated problem are well-known. It will be instructive to recapitulate 
briefly the well-known solutions for perfectly elastic isotropic media, and only then to 
treat the viscoelastic anisotropic media. 
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We denote by nn the unit vector normal to interface §§, oriented to any side of it. 
Denote also by iinciinc the angle of incidence, which specifies the acute angle between nn and 
the real-valued slowness vector of the incident wave pincpinc. Snell’s law, in its classical 
form, relates the angle irir of any reflected/transmitted wave to the angle of incidence iinciinc. 
It reads 

 sin iinc=V inc = sin ir=V rsin iinc=V inc = sin ir=V r. (1) 

The reflection/transmission (R/T) angle irir is again defined as the acute angle between 
nn and the slowness vector prpr of the R/T wave. Symbols V incV inc and V rV r denote the real-
valued velocities of the incident wave and of the selected R/T wave, respectively. They 
may correspond to P wave velocities ®®, or S wave velocities ̄̄, depending on the modes 
of the incident and R/T waves being considered. For monotypic reflected waves (P! P;(P! P; 
S! S)S! S), V inc = V rV inc = V r, and, consequently, ir = iincir = iinc. 

Equation (1) is valid for any incident (P or S), reflected (P or S) and transmitted (P or 
S) waves. It actually expresses the fact that the tangential component of the slowness 
vector of any R/T wave generated at interface §§ is the same as the tangential component 
of the slowness vector of the incident wave at §§. This is the well-known condition which 
must be satisfied at any structural interface. 

For given iinciinc, V incV inc and V rV r, angle irir may be complex-valued. This occurs if 
sin iinc > V inc=V rsin iinc > V inc=V r (postcritical incidence). The R/T plane wave corresponding to 
velocity V rV r is then inhomogeneous, and its amplitudes decay exponentially in the 
direction perpendicular to §§, away from the interface. 

Snell’s law is one of the basic laws in the seismic ray method in inhomogeneous, 
isotropic, layered media. Nevertheless, it may be very useful to consider it in a more 
general form, formulated at the beginning of this section, in which the slowness vector prpr 
of any R/T wave is to be computed from the slowness vector pincpinc of incident wave. For 
isotropic perfectly elastic halfspaces, it is easy to derive the solution, both analytically and 
geometrically. It reads: 

 pr = pinc ¡ n

·

(pinc ¢ n)¨
p

(1=V r)2 ¡ (1=V inc)2 + (pinc ¢ n)2
¸

pr = pinc ¡ n

·

(pinc ¢ n)¨
p

(1=V r)2 ¡ (1=V inc)2 + (pinc ¢ n)2
¸

   . (2) 

For nn oriented to the side where the transmitted wave propagates, the upper sign in 
Eq.(2) corresponds to transmitted waves, and the lower sign (+) to reflected waves. For 
the uncorverted reflected waves, Eq.(2) simplifies to pr = pinc ¡ 2n(pinc ¢ n)pr = pinc ¡ 2n(pinc ¢ n). Eq.(2) 
remains valid even for inhomogeneous R/T waves. Then the square root in Eq.(2) is 
purely imaginary, with the sign chosen in such a way to obtain the R/T wave whose 
amplitude decays exponentially from the interface. Eq.(2) has been broadly used in the 
seismic ray method of laterally varying layered structures, see Červený et al. (1977, 
Eq.(3.7)), Červený (2001, Eq.(2.3.29)), Robein (2003, Eq.(1.34)), etc., and is included in 
most of the 2-D and 3-D ray tracing computer packages for isotropic, laterally varying, 
layered structures. Eq.(2) can be applied directly to computing the slowness vectors of 
R/T waves at an arbitrarily oriented curved interface, from an arbitrarily oriented slowness 
vector of the incident wave. It is expressed in a suitable vectorial, coordinate independent 
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form. Contrary to Eq.(1), Eq.(2) yields the complete slowness vectors of R/T waves, 
including both their components: normal and tangential to §§. Note that the cross-product 
of Eq.(2) with nn yields pr £ n = pinc £ npr £ n = pinc £ n. This equation indicates that the tangential 
components of the slowness vectors of the incident and all R/T waves are equal, and is 
analogous to Eq.(1). Equations for the normal components of the slowness vectors of R/T 
waves, contained in Eq.(2), follow simply from Eq.(2), taking the scalar product of Eq.(2) 
with nn. In Section 4, we shall prove that Eq.(2) remains valid even for isotropic 
viscoelastic media, both for homogeneous and inhomogeneous plane waves. 

Let us now consider the viscoelastic anisotropic media. Formally, the expression for 
the slowness vector prpr of the R/T waves remains very similar to Eq.(2), only the square 
root in this expression must be replaced by a root of a complex-valued algebraic equation. 
For unrestricted anisotropy and viscoelasticity, the degree of the algebraic equation is six, 
see Section 4. The six roots correspond to individual P, S1 and S2 waves, propagating in 
the halfspace under consideration away from the interface and towards to it. In isotropic 
media, see Eq.(2), the number of waves is reduced to four, due to the degeneracy of 
S waves. 

Thus, in general, we consider twelve waves, six in either halfspace. (The incident 
wave is one of them.) The tangential components of the slowness vectors of all these 
waves must be the same. Consequently, if we wish to study some general properties of the 
R/T laws, we can study them using these general equations. They remain valid even if we 
do not specify the type of incident wave and the halfspace, from which the incident wave 
is approaching; it is actually sufficient to consider only the tangential component of the 
slowness vector of this wave along the interface §§. 

Only if we wish to solve a specific case of a selected incident wave, the number of R/T 
waves must be reduced from twelve to six: three reflected and three transmitted. Such R/T 
waves must be selected, which propagate away from the interface. Analogously, the 
incident wave under consideration must propagate towards interface §§. 

Thus, a proper selection criterion must be used to choose the R/T waves propagating 
away from §§, and the incident wave propagating towards §§ correctly. For isotropic 
perfectly elastic media and real-valued prpr, the selection criterion is simple: For reflected 
waves, the signs of pr ¢ npr ¢ n and pinc ¢ npinc ¢ n must be opposite, and for the transmitted waves, 
the signs of pr ¢ npr ¢ n and pinc ¢ npinc ¢ n must be the same. For anisotropic perfectly elastic media 
and real-valued prpr, analogous selection criteria are based on the directions of the time-
averaged energy flux, not on the directions of the slowness vector. Actually, the criterion 
based on the direction of the time-averaged energy flux is universal, valid also for 
isotropic media, as the time-averaged energy flux is parallel to the slowness vector in 
isotropic media. For complex-valued prpr in perfectly elastic media (postcritical R/T 
waves), the selection criterion requires that the amplitudes of R/T waves decay 
exponentially in the direction away from the interface. See Fedorov (1968), Henneke 
(1972), Gajewski and Pšenčík (1987) and Červený (2001, p. 51). 

For viscoelastic media, however, the selection criteria are still a subject of research, 
see Rund (2006) and Krebes and Daley (2007), where many other references can be 
found. In this paper, the selection criteria are not treated at all; we consider the slowness 
vectors of all 12 waves (P, S1 and S2 waves, propagating towards §§ and outwards 
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from §§), which have the same tangential components of slowness vectors as the incident 
wave. 

2. PLANE WAVES IN VISCOELASTIC ANISOTROPIC MEDIA 

Consider a time-harmonic plane wave propagating in a homogeneous viscoelastic 
anisotropic unbounded medium, specified by complex-valued density-normalised 
viscoelastic moduli aijkl (i; j; k; l = 1; 2; 3)aijkl (i; j; k; l = 1; 2; 3), satisfying the symmetry relations 
aijkl = ajikl = aijlk = aklijaijkl = ajikl = aijlk = aklij. Alternatively to aijklaijkl, we also use the complex-valued 
density-normalised viscoelastic moduli A®¯A®¯ (®; ¯ = 1; :::; 6®; ¯ = 1; :::; 6) in the Voigt notation, and 
assume that the 6 × 6 matrix Re(A®¯)Re(A®¯) is positive definite, and the 6 × 6 matrix ¡Im(A®¯)¡Im(A®¯) 
positive definite, or zero. 

The propagation of time-harmonic plane waves in viscoelastic anisotropic media was 
investigated in detail in Červený and Pšenčík (2005). For this reason, we shall be brief 
here. We shall also use the same notations as in Červený and Pšenčík (2005). Any time-
harmonic plane wave is given by the relation 

 uj(xk; t) = Uj exp[¡i!(t¡ pnxn)]uj(xk; t) = Uj exp[¡i!(t¡ pnxn)], (3) 

where xnxn are Cartesian coordinates, tt the running time and !! a fixed real-valued positive 
circular frequency. Further, ujuj, pjpj and UjUj are Cartesian components of the complex-
valued displacement vector uu, slowness vector pp and polarization vector UU, respectively. 
It follows from the elastodynamic equation that Eq.(3) represents a plane wave only if the 
following constraint relation is satisfied: 

 det[aijklpjpl ¡ ±ik] = 0det[aijklpjpl ¡ ±ik] = 0. (4) 

Slowness vector pp is complex-valued, 

 p = P + iAp = P + iA, (5) 

where the real-valued propagation vector PP is perpendicular to the plane of constant 
phase, and is oriented in the direction of propagation of the wavefront, and the real-valued 
attenuation vector AA is perpendicular to the plane of constant amplitude, and oriented in 
the direction of maximum decay of amplitudes. 

The plane wave with A = 0A = 0 (real-valued slowness vector) is referred to here as the 
bulk plane wave, the plane wave with parallel PP and A(6= 0)A(6= 0) as the homogeneous plane 
wave, and the plane wave with non-parallel PP and A(6= 0)A(6= 0) as the inhomogeneous plane 
wave. 

Throughout this paper, we consider real-valued frequency !!. In recent studies of 
inhomogeneous plane waves, propagating in viscoelastic media, also complex-valued 
frequency !! has been often used. See, for example, Deschamps et al. (1997) and Declercq 
et al. (2005), where many other references can be found. 

Propagation vector PP and attenuation vector AA cannot be chosen arbitrarily; they must 
satisfy the constraint relation (4). We now explain two specifications of the slowness 
vector, which will be useful in the discussion of the reflection/transmission laws: the 
componental specification and the mixed specification of the slowness vector. 
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In the componental specification, we consider a known reference plane §§, with 
a real-valued unit vector nn perpendicular to it, and along which the complex-valued 
tangential components p§p§ of the slowness vector are known. We wish to determine the 
unknown normal component ¾n¾n of the slowness vector, and, consequently, the complete 
slowness vector pp. Reference plane §§ may represent a structural interface, the surface of 
the Earth, a formal plane in a homogeneous medium, or the wavefront. The componental 
specification of slowness vector pp then reads, 

 p = ¾n+ p§ ; with p§ ¢ n = 0p = ¾n+ p§ ; with p§ ¢ n = 0   . (6) 

The unknown complex-valued quantity §§ must be determined by inserting Eq.(6) into 
the constraint relation (4). Consider a halfspace bounded by §§, described by complex-
valued viscoelastic moduli aijklaijkl. Inserting Eq.(6) into Eq.(4) yields an equation for §§: 

 det[aijkl(¾nj + p§
j )(¾nl + p§

l )¡ ±ik] = 0det[aijkl(¾nj + p§
j )(¾nl + p§

l )¡ ±ik] = 0   . (7) 

Given aijklaijkl, njnj and p§
jp
§
j , Eq.(7) represents a complex-valued algebraic equation of the 

sixth degree for §§. Consequently, six complex-valued roots are obtained. They correspond 
to the P, S1 and S2 waves, propagating in the halfspace under consideration, towards §§ 
and away from §§. All these six waves have the same tangential components p§p§ of the 
slowness vectors at reference plane §§. The propagation directions of the six plane waves, 
however, are mutually different and are not known in advance in the componental 
specification. 

The situation in the second halfspace bounded by §§ is quite analogous but appropriate 
aijklaijkl must be used. Again, we obtain six roots, corresponding to the P, S1 and S2 waves, 
propagating in this halfspace, towards and away from §§. All these waves again have the 
same tangential component p§p§ of the slowness vectors at §§. 

Once the six roots ¾¾ in the halfspace under consideration have been found, the 
relevant real-valued propagation vector PP, real-valued attenuation vector AA, unit 
propagation vector NN, unit attenuation vector MM, phase velocity CC and attenuation angle 
°° (cos ° =N ¢Mcos ° =N ¢M) can be determined from Eqs.(6) and (7): 

P = nRe¾ +Rep§ ;P = nRe¾ +Rep§ ;   A = n Im¾ + Imp§ ;A = n Im¾ + Imp§ ; 

jPj = [(Re¾)2 +Rep§Rep§]1=2 ;jPj = [(Re¾)2 +Rep§Rep§]1=2 ;   jAj = [(Im¾)2 + Imp§ Imp§]1=2 ;jAj = [(Im¾)2 + Imp§ Imp§]1=2 ; 

N = P=jPj ;N = P=jPj ;   M = A=jAj ;M = A=jAj ; (8) 

cos ° = [Rep§ Imp§ +Re¾ Im¾]=jPjjAj ;cos ° = [Rep§ Imp§ +Re¾ Im¾]=jPjjAj ;   C = 1=jPj :C = 1=jPj : 
The mixed specification is a special case of the componental specification, in which 

reference plane §§ is a wavefront (T = const.). As Re(p§)Re(p§) vanishes along wavefront §§, the 
unit propagation vectors NN of all six waves equal §n§n. Thus, all the six plane waves 
propagate in the direction of nnor ¡n¡n. 

As p§p§ is purely imaginary, we can introduce it by a simple relation: 

 p§ = iDm ; with m ¢N = 0 :p§ = iDm ; with m ¢N = 0 : (9) 
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Here mm is a real-valued unit vector, situated in the wavefront (perpendicular to NN), and DD 
is a scalar, real-valued quantity. The mixed specification of the slowness vector then reads 

 p = ¾N + iDm ; with m ¢ n = 0 :p = ¾N + iDm ; with m ¢ n = 0 : (10) 

The unknown complex-valued quantity ¾¾ must again be determined from the 
constraint relation (4): 

 det[aijkl(¾Nj + iDmj)(¾Nl + iDml)¡ ±ik] = 0 :det[aijkl(¾Nj + iDmj)(¾Nl + iDml)¡ ±ik] = 0 : (11) 

Given aijklaijkl, NjNj, mjmj and DD, Eq.(11) again yields six complex-valued roots, which 
correspond to P, S1 and S2 waves, propagating in the direction of NN. 

It is simple to see from Eq.(10) that the plane wave is homogeneous for D = 0D = 0, and 
inhomogeneous for D 6= 0D 6= 0. For this reason, we call DD the inhomogeneity parameter and 
jDjjDj the inhomogeneity strength. The bulk plane wave is specified by D = 0D = 0 and Im¾ = 0Im¾ = 0. 
Any choice of mutually perpendicular vectors nn and mm specifies the propagation-
attenuation plane §k§k, which contains both propagation vector PP and attenuation vector AA. 

For a given plane wave with selected NN, the propagation vector PP and the attenuation 
vector AA are expressed in terms of NN, mm, DD and ¾¾ as follows, see Eq.(10): 

 P = NRe¾ ; A = N Im¾ +Dm :P = NRe¾ ; A = N Im¾ +Dm : (12) 

As N£ (m£N) =mN£ (m£N) =m, the second part of Eq.(12) also yields: 

 Dm = N£ (A£N) ;Dm = N£ (A£N) ; (13) 

and, consequently, for D 6= 0D 6= 0, 
 D = jN£ (A£N)j ; m = (N£ (A£N))=D :D = jN£ (A£N)j ; m = (N£ (A£N))=D : (14) 

Alternatively, we may take both DD and mm with opposite signs. We further obtain 

jPj = jRe¾j ;jPj = jRe¾j ;   jAj = [(Im¾)2 +D2]1=2 ;jAj = [(Im¾)2 +D2]1=2 ;   M = A=jAj ;M = A=jAj ; 

C = 1=jRe¾j ;C = 1=jRe¾j ;   cos ° = ² Im¾=[(Im¾)2 +D2]1=2 ;cos ° = ² Im¾=[(Im¾)2 +D2]1=2 ; (15) 

where   ² = Re¾=jRe¾j = §1² = Re¾=jRe¾j = §1 

3. R/T LAWS: A GENERAL VERSION 

The purpose of this section is to determine the complex-valued slowness vector 
pr = Pr + iArpr = Pr + iAr of any R/T plane wave from the known complex-valued slowness vector 
pinc = Pinc + iAincpinc = Pinc + iAinc of the incident plane wave. In this case, it is possible to use the 
componental specification (6) for the R/T wave, and to solve the relevant algebraic 
equation (7) for ¾¾. The mixed specification of the slowness vector (10) is not required at 
all. For more general and practical approach, in which the slowness vector of the incident 
wave PincPinc is specified by the unit vector perpendicular to the wavefront NincNinc, unit vector 
mincminc and the inhomogeneity parameter DincDinc, see Section 5. 
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Again consider plane interface §§, the normal unit vector nn perpendicular to §§, 
oriented to either side of §§, and the slowness vector of incident wave pincpinc. We assume 
that pincpinc satisfies the constraint relation (4), where aijklaijkl correspond to the appropriate 
halfspace. Here we do not specify the slowness vector of the incident wave in more detail; 
the incident wave may propagate in any of the two halfspaces. We wish to determine the 
slowness vectors prpr of reflected/transmitted waves in the halfspace, described by the 
density-normalised viscoelastic moduli ar

ijklar
ijkl. The procedure in the second halfspace 

would be quite analogous. 
Let us emphasize again that the superscript “rr” is used for all reflected and transmitted 

waves throughout the paper. More specifically, it is not related to reflected waves only, 
but also to transmitted waves. For monotypically reflected waves (P! P; S! SP! P; S! S), the 
presented expressions may be simplified. 

First we determine p§p§, the component of pincpinc into reference plane §§: 

 p§ = n£ (pinc £ n) = pinc ¡ n(pinc ¢ n)p§ = n£ (pinc £ n) = pinc ¡ n(pinc ¢ n) . (16) 

If we use the notation 

 p§ = P§ + iA§ ; pinc = Pinc + iAincp§ = P§ + iA§ ; pinc = Pinc + iAinc , (17) 

we obtain 

P§ = n£ (Pinc £ n) = Pinc ¡ n(Pinc ¢ n) ;P§ = n£ (Pinc £ n) = Pinc ¡ n(Pinc ¢ n) ; 

A§ = n£ (Ainc £ n) = Ainc ¡ n(Ainc ¢ n) :A§ = n£ (Ainc £ n) = Ainc ¡ n(Ainc ¢ n) : (18) 

Using Eqs.(6) and (7), we obtain the slowness vector prpr of any reflected/transmitted 
wave in terms of p§p§, 

 pr = ¾rn+ p§ ;pr = ¾rn+ p§ ; (19) 

and in terms of pincpinc, see Eq.(16), 

 pr = ¾rn+ n£ (pinc £ n) = pinc ¡ n[pinc ¢ n¡ ¾r] :pr = ¾rn+ n£ (pinc £ n) = pinc ¡ n[pinc ¢ n¡ ¾r] : (20) 

Here ¾r = ¾r(ar
ijkl; pinc; n)¾r = ¾r(ar
ijkl; pinc; n) is any of the six roots of the algebraic equation (7), in 

which ar
ijklar
ijkl have been substituted for aijklaijkl, 

 det[ar
ijkl(¾

rnj + p§

j )(¾
rnl + p§

l )¡ ±ik] = 0 ;det[ar
ijkl(¾

rnj + p§

j )(¾
rnl + p§

l )¡ ±ik] = 0 ; (21) 

and p§p§ is given by Eq.(16). 
We separate the real-valued and imaginary-valued parts of Eq.(19), and obtain: 

 Pr = nRe¾r +P§ ;Pr = nRe¾r +P§ ;   Ar = nIm¾r +A§ :Ar = nIm¾r +A§ : (22) 

Alternatively, in terms of pincpinc and AincAinc: 

 Pr = Pinc ¡ n[(Pinc ¢ n)¡ Re¾r] = nRe¾r + n£ (Pinc £ n) ;Pr = Pinc ¡ n[(Pinc ¢ n)¡ Re¾r] = nRe¾r + n£ (Pinc £ n) ; 

 Ar = Ainc ¡ n[(Ainc ¢ n)¡ Im¾r] = nIm¾r + n£ (Ainc £ n) :Ar = Ainc ¡ n[(Ainc ¢ n)¡ Im¾r] = nIm¾r + n£ (Ainc £ n) : (23) 
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Equations (19)−(20) and (22)−(23), with Eqs.(16)−(18) and (21) represent the final 
forms of the R/T laws. They are fully alternative and quite general. They are valid for 
isotropic and anisotropic, viscoelastic and perfectly elastic media. They are valid for bulk 
plane waves, homogeneous and inhomogeneous plane waves, for reflected and transmitted 
waves (we only specify properly the viscoelastic moduli ar

ijklar
ijkl in the halfspace under 

consideration), and for subcritically and postcritically R/T waves. 
For different approaches to the R/T laws in viscoelastic anisotropic media see 

Deschamps (1994), Caviglia and Morro (1999), Carcione (2001), Declercq et al. (2005), 
etc. 

Now define the plane of incidence §inc§inc by vectors nn and PincPinc, and the attenuation 
plane of incidence §att§att by nn and AincAinc. For a general inhomogeneous incident wave, 
planes §inc§inc and §att§att do not coincide. Certain general rules, however, are valid even in 
this case: 

1. The propagation vectors of incident wave PincPinc and of all R/T waves PrPr are 
situated in the plane of incidence §inc§inc, see the first equation of (23). 

2. The attenuation vectors of incident wave AincAinc and of all R/T waves ArAr are 
situated in the attenuation plane of incidence §att§att, passing through the point of 
incidence, see the second equation of (23). 

3. Taking the cross-product of Eq.(20) with nn confirms that the tangential 
components of slowness vectors of all R/T waves are the same as the tangential 
component of the incident plane wave: 

 pr £ n = pinc £ n :pr £ n = pinc £ n : (24) 

This implies 

 Pr £ n = Pinc £ n ; Ar £ n = Ainc £ n :Pr £ n = Pinc £ n ; Ar £ n = Ainc £ n : (25) 

Thus, the tangential components of attenuation vector AA of incident and generated 
waves are the same, similarly as the tangential components of the propagation 
vectors PP. 

4. If we introduce the angle of incidence µincµinc and the R/T angle µrµr by relations 

 sin µinc = jNinc £ nj ; sin µr = jNr £ nj ;sin µinc = jNinc £ nj ; sin µr = jNr £ nj ; (26) 

where NincNinc and NrNr are unit vectors perpendicular to the wavefronts of the incident 
wave and of arbitrarily selected R/T wave, respectively, we obtain from the first 
equation of (25) 

 sin µinc=Cinc = sin µr=Cr :sin µinc=Cinc = sin µr=Cr : (27) 

This form of Snell’s law is valid quite generally; viscoelastic anisotropic media and 
inhomogeneous plane waves included. For bulk plane waves propagating in 
isotropic perfectly elastic media, it coincides with the classical version of Snell’s 
law (as Cinc = V incCinc = V inc, Cr = V rCr = V r, µinc = iincµinc = iinc and µr = irµr = ir in this case). 
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5. The second equation of (25) yields an analogous “Snell’s law” for attenuation, jArjjArj 
and jAincjjAincj. If we introduce angles ³inc³inc and ³r³r by relations: 

 sin ³inc = jMinc £ nj ; sin ³r = jMr £ nj ;sin ³inc = jMinc £ nj ; sin ³r = jMr £ nj ; (28) 

we obtain 

 jArj sin ³r = jAincj sin ³inc :jArj sin ³r = jAincj sin ³inc : (29) 

6. Taking the scalar product of (20) and (23) with n, we obtain simple expressions for 
the normal components of the slowness vectors of all R/T waves: 

 pr ¢ n = ¾r ; Pr ¢ n = Re¾r ; Ar ¢ n = Im¾r :pr ¢ n = ¾r ; Pr ¢ n = Re¾r ; Ar ¢ n = Im¾r : (30) 

4. R/T LAWS: SPECIAL CASES 

In this section, we consider special cases of Eqs.(18)−(23). Only certain simple 
situations in which the solutions can be obtained analytically, in a closed form, are 
considered. 

4 . 1 . N o r m a l  i n c i d e n c e  

Consider an incident wave with the propagation vector PincPinc perpendicular to plane 
interface §§, i.e. PincPinc parallel to nn, Pinc = jPincjnPinc = jPincjn. The attenuation vector AincAinc may be 
arbitrary. Then P§ = 0P§ = 0 and Eq.(22) with Eq.(18) yield: 

 Pr = nRe¾r ;Pr = nRe¾r ;    Ar = Ainc ¡ n[(Ainc ¢ n)¡ Im¾r]Ar = Ainc ¡ n[(Ainc ¢ n)¡ Im¾r] . (31) 

Consequently, the propagation vectors PrPr of all R/T waves are also perpendicular to §§. 
The attenuation vectors, however, transform across §§ in a standard way. 

Note that the interface §§ is actually parallel to the wavefront in this case, and ¾r¾r can 
be determined by simpler equations of mixed specification (11), with aijkl = ar

ijklaijkl = ar
ijkl. They 

depend on the choice of the unit vector mincminc and inhomogeneity parameter DincDinc. 

4 . 2 . C o p l a n a r  c a s e  

Consider an incident plane wave, for which the three real-valued vectors PincPinc, AincAinc 
and nn are coplanar. Planes §inc§inc and §att§att coincide in this case, §inc = §att§inc = §att. It follows 
from the first two rules of Section 3 that vectors PrPr, ArAr and nn are also coplanar for any 
reflected/transmitted wave, and all these planes coincide. The R/T laws then constitute  
a planar problem. 

4 . 3 . B u l k  i n c i d e n t  p l a n e  w a v e  (Ainc = 0Ainc = 0)  

Assume that the incident halfspace is perfectly elastic (isotropic or anisotropic), and 
that the incident plane is a bulk wave. The propagation and attenuation vectors of R/T 
waves are then described by equations: 

 Pr = Pinc ¡ n[(Pinc ¢ n)¡Re¾r] ;Pr = Pinc ¡ n[(Pinc ¢ n)¡Re¾r] ;   Ar = n Im¾rAr = n Im¾r . (32) 
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The R/T waves are then either bulk waves (for Im ¾r = 0Im ¾r = 0), or inhomogeneous plane 
waves (for Im ¾r 6= 0Im ¾r 6= 0). In the latter case, however, ArAr is always perpendicular to the 
interface. Homogeneous R/T plane waves cannot exist in this case. 

4 . 4 . I n c i d e n t  h o m o g e n e o u s  p l a n e  w a v e  

For homogeneous plane waves, PincPinc and AincAinc have the same direction, and PincPinc, 
AincAinc, nn are coplanar. Consequently, PrPr, ArAr, and nn are also coplanar, for any R/T wave. 
This, however, does not mean that the R/T waves are also homogeneous. Thus,  
a homogeneous incident plane wave generates inhomogeneous R/T plane waves, with PrPr 
and ArAr situated in the plane of incidence. Homogeneous R/T plane waves are only 
exceptional. 

Consequently, the solution of the R/T problem in terms of only homogeneous plane 
waves solely is not possible, not even in the case of homogeneous incident waves. The 
existence of inhomogeneous R/T plane waves must be allowed. 

4 . 5 . I s o t r o p i c  v i s c o e l a s t i c  m e d i a  

In this case, Eq.(7) can be solved analytically for ¾r¾r. We obtain a simple relation 

 ¾r = §[(1=Vr)2 ¡ p§p§]1=2 = §[(1=Vr)2 ¡ (1=Vinc)2 + (pinc ¢ n)2]1=2¾r = §[(1=Vr)2 ¡ p§p§]1=2 = §[(1=Vr)2 ¡ (1=Vinc)2 + (pinc ¢ n)2]1=2 . (33) 

Here VrVr and VincVinc are complex-valued velocities of P waves (V = ®V = ®) or S waves (V = ¯V = ¯). 
Eq.(20) then yields: 

 pr = pinc ¡ n

·

(pinc ¢ n)¨
p

(1=Vr)2 ¡ (1=Vinc)2 + (pinc ¢ n)2
¸

pr = pinc ¡ n

·

(pinc ¢ n)¨
p

(1=Vr)2 ¡ (1=Vinc)2 + (pinc ¢ n)2
¸

 . (34) 

This equation is exactly the same as Eq.(2), known for isotropic perfectly elastic media. 
The only difference is that pincpinc, VrVr and VincVinc are complex-valued in this case. If we use 
QrQr and QincQinc to denote the quality factors of the R/T waves and of the incident wave, we 
can insert the following expressions into Eq.(34), 

 
¡

1
Vr

¢2
=

1+i=Qr

(V r)2(1+(Qr)¡2)

¡

1
Vr

¢2
=

1+i=Qr

(V r)2(1+(Qr)¡2)  ,    
¡

1
Vinc

¢2
=

1+i=Qinc

(V inc)2(1+(Qinc)2)

¡

1
Vinc

¢2
=

1+i=Qinc

(V inc)2(1+(Qinc)2) . (35) 

Quantities V rV r and V incV inc on the R.H.S.’s of Eq.(35) correspond to the real-valued velocities 
of the R/T and incident waves, respectively. 

In practical applications, the quality factors are mostly large and Q¡2 ¿ 1Q¡2 ¿ 1. Then we 
can express Eq.(35) approximately in a simpler form, 

 (1=Vr)2 ¼ (1 + i=Qr)=(V r)2(1=Vr)2 ¼ (1 + i=Qr)=(V r)2 ,    (1=Vinc)2 ¼ (1 + i=Qinc)=(V inc)2(1=Vinc)2 ¼ (1 + i=Qinc)=(V inc)2 . 36) 

Equation (34) can also be simply expressed in terms of propagation vectors PincPinc, PrPr, 
and attenuation vectors AincAinc, ArAr. It is also valid for inhomogeneous waves and for non-
coplanar PincPinc, AincAinc and nn. 

In the seismological literature, considerable attention has been devoted to the R/T laws 
in viscoelastic isotropic media, assuming the coplanar case. See Borcherdt (1977, 1982), 
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Aki and Richards (1980), Krebes (1983), Wennerberg (1985), Caviglia and Morro (1992), 
where many other references can be found. 

4 . 6 . I s o t r o p i c  m e d i a ,  p e r f e c t l y  e l a s t i c  i n c i d e n t  h a l f s p a c e  

Here we again consider an interface between two isotropic media; the incident 
halfspace is perfectly elastic and the R/T halfspace viscoelastic. The incident wave is 
a bulk wave (Ainc = 0Ainc = 0). This is the simplest case of the R/T problem for viscoelastic 
media studied here. All equations can be expressed in analytical form. 

The slowness vector of the incident bulk wave is given by the relation 

 pinc = Pinc = Ninc=V incpinc = Pinc = Ninc=V inc ,    pinc ¢ n = cos µinc=V inc ;pinc ¢ n = cos µinc=V inc ; (37) 

where µinc = iincµinc = iinc is the angle of incidence given by Eq.(26). Propagation vector PrPr and 
attenuation vector ArAr of the R/T waves are then given by Eq.(32), where ¾r¾r is given by 
Eq.(33). We can express Eq.(33) in the following form 

 ¾r = §[a+ ib]1=2¾r = §[a+ ib]1=2 , (38) 

where 

 a =a = 
1

(V r)2(1+(Qr)¡2) ¡ sin2 µinc

(V inc)2
1

(V r)2(1+(Qr)¡2) ¡ sin2 µinc

(V inc)2 ,    b =b = 
1

Qr(V r)2(1+(Qr)¡2)
1

Qr(V r)2(1+(Qr)¡2) . (39) 

Quantities aa and bb are always real-valued, aa is arbitrary and bb non-negative. 
Consequently, 

 Re¾r = §
pp

a2 + b2 + a

Áp
2Re¾r = §

pp
a2 + b2 + a

Áp
2 ,     Im¾r = §

pp
a2 + b2 ¡ a

Áp
2Im¾r = §

pp
a2 + b2 ¡ a

Áp
2 . (40) 

Equations (32) and (40) yield the final expressions for PrPr and ArAr: 

 Pr =Ninc=V inc ¡ n

·

cos µinc=V inc ¨
pp

a2 + b2 + a

Áp
2

¸

Pr =Ninc=V inc ¡ n

·

cos µinc=V inc ¨
pp

a2 + b2 + a

Áp
2

¸

  

 Ar = §n
pp

a2 + b2 ¡ a

Áp
2Ar = §n

pp
a2 + b2 ¡ a

Áp
2 . (41) 

We can also compute the R/T angle µrµr, defined as the acute angle between PrPr and nn: 

 cos µr = Pr ¢ n=jPrj = §
pp

a2 + b2 + a

Áp
2jPrjcos µr = Pr ¢ n=jPrj = §

pp
a2 + b2 + a

Áp
2jPrj. (42) 

These are the final expressions for PrPr, ArAr and cos µrcos µr of any R/T wave. Using Eqs.(41) 
and (8), we can simply compute jPrjjPrj, jArjjArj, NrNr, MrMr, CrCr, cos °rcos °r, etc. We explicitly present 
only the important expressions for phase velocity CrCr and attenuation angle cos °rcos °r: 

 Cr = 1=jPrj = 1=[sin2 µinc=(V inc)2 + 1

2
(
p
a2 + b2 + a)]1=2Cr = 1=jPrj = 1=[sin2 µinc=(V inc)2 + 1

2
(
p
a2 + b2 + a)]1=2 , 

 cos °r = b=jPrjjArjcos °r = b=jPrjjArj . (43) 
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The viscoelastic properties of R/T waves are fully controlled by quality factor QrQr, 
hidden in aa and bb, particularly in bb. 

4 . 7 . P e r f e c t l y  e l a s t i c  i s o t r o p i c  m e d i a  

The results presented in this paragraph are mostly known, although certain interesting 
aspects have not been often sufficiently explained. The derivation is simple, we only 
insert Qr !1Qr !1 into the equations derived in Section 4.6. 

For Qr !1Qr !1, we obtain from Eq.(39): 

 a = (1=V r)2 ¡ sin2 µinc=(V inc)2 ; b = 0a = (1=V r)2 ¡ sin2 µinc=(V inc)2 ; b = 0 . (44) 

As b = 0b = 0, Eq.(40) for Re ¾rRe ¾r and Im ¾rIm ¾r can be expressed in the following form: 

 Re¾r = §
p

jaj+ a

Áp
2 ; Im¾r = §

p

jaj ¡ a

Áp
2Re¾r = §

p

jaj+ a

Áp
2 ; Im¾r = §

p

jaj ¡ a

Áp
2 . (45) 

It is simple to see that the behaviour of the R/T waves is quite different for positive aa 
(subcritical region), a = 0a = 0 (critical case), and negative aa (postcritical region): 

a) Subcritical region, sin µinc < V inc=V rsin µinc < V inc=V r: In this case a > 0a > 0. We obtain Ar = 0Ar = 0, so 
that the R/T wave is a bulk wave. Phase velocity CrCr is given by the relation, see Eqs.(43) 
and (44), 

 Cr = 1=[sin2 µinc=(V inc)2 + (1=V r)2 ¡ sin2 µinc=(V inc)2]1=2 = V rCr = 1=[sin2 µinc=(V inc)2 + (1=V r)2 ¡ sin2 µinc=(V inc)2]1=2 = V r . (46) 

We further insert b = 0b = 0 into Eq.(42) and obtain cosµrcosµr: 

 cos µr = §
p

jaj+ a

Áp
2jPrj = §[1¡ (V r=V inc)2 sin2 µinc]1=2cos µr = §

p

jaj+ a

Áp
2jPrj = §[1¡ (V r=V inc)2 sin2 µinc]1=2 . (47) 

Equations (46) and (47) fully correspond to the familiar form of Snell’s law (1), valid 
for bulk waves. 

b) Critical incidence, sin µinc = V inc=V rsin µinc = V inc=V r. In this case, a = 0a = 0, µr = 900µr = 900, Cr = V rCr = V r. 
The propagation vector of R/T wave is oriented along interface §§, and the phase velocity 
corresponds to V rV r. 

c) Postcritical region, sin µinc > V inc=V rsin µinc > V inc=V r. In this case a < 0a < 0 and Re ¾r = 0Re ¾r = 0. We 
further obtain 

 Ar = §n
p

jaj;= §n

q

sin2 µinc=(V inc)2 ¡ 1=(V r)2Ar = §n
p

jaj;= §n

q

sin2 µinc=(V inc)2 ¡ 1=(V r)2  ,    Cr = V inc= sin µincCr = V inc= sin µinc , 

 µr = 1

2
¼µr = 1

2
¼ ,    °r = 1

2
¼°r = 1

2
¼ .  (48) 

Thus, the propagation vector Pr of the R/T wave is always parallel to interface §§ in the 
postcritical region, for any angle of incidence, V inc=V r < sin µinc < 1V inc=V r < sin µinc < 1. Attenuation 
vector ArAr is always perpendicular to the interface, so that the R/T plane wave is 
inhomogeneous. The phase velocity of R/T waves in the postcritical region, however, is 
not constant, but depends on the angle of incidence. It decreases with increasing µincµinc. For 
the critical angle of incidence, it equals V rV r, and for the grazing angle of incidence 
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(µinc = 900µinc = 900) it equals V incV inc. A common mistake is to consider the phase velocity CrCr of the 
R/T wave in the postcritical region to be V rV r. 

4 . 8 . V i s c o e l a s t i c  m o n o c l i n i c  a n i s o t r o p i c  m e d i a :  S H  w a v e s  

Equation (7) represents an algebraic equation of the sixth degree in ¾¾, and must be 
solved numerically. For SH waves, propagating in a plane of symmetry of a monoclinic 
(orthorhombic, hexagonal) anisotropic viscoelastic medium, however, the algebraic 
equation of the sixth degree reduces to a quadratic equation, and may be solved 
analytically, similarly as in viscoelastic isotropic media. See Červený and Pšenčík (2005). 

We choose the Cartesian coordinate system xixi so that the plane of symmetry 
corresponds to plane x1x3x1x3, and assume pinc

2
= 0pinc

2
= 0. The two quantities ¾r¾r corresponding to 

R/T SH waves are then given by relations, see Červený and Pšenčík (2005, Eq.(50)): 

 
¾r = ¡E22

¡22

§
·

1

¡22

¡ (p
§
1 n3 ¡ n1p

§
3 )

2¢

¡2
22

¸1=2

;¾r = ¡E22

¡22

§
·

1

¡22

¡ (p
§
1 n3 ¡ n1p

§
3 )

2¢

¡2
22

¸1=2

; (49)
 

where 

 ¡22 = A66n
2
1
+A44n

2
3
+ 2A46n1n3¡22 = A66n

2
1
+A44n

2
3
+ 2A46n1n3 , 

 E22 = A66n1p
§
1
+A44n3p

§
3
+A46(n1p

§
3
+ p§

1
n3)E22 = A66n1p

§
1
+A44n3p

§
3
+A46(n1p

§
3
+ p§

1
n3) , (50) 

 ¢ = A44A66 ¡ A2
46

¢ = A44A66 ¡ A2
46

, 

and where A44A44, A66A66 and A46A46 are the Voigt complex-valued density-normalised 
viscoelastic moduli, corresponding to the R/T halfspace under consideration. Quantity ¢¢ 
does not depend on nn and p§p§. Using Eq.(20), we then obtain the complex-valued 
slowness vector of R/T SH waves: 

 
pr = pinc ¡ n

½

(pinc ¢ n) + E22

¡22

¨
·

1

¡22

¡ (p
§
1 n3 ¡ n1p

§
3 )
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:pr = pinc ¡ n

½
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¡22

¨
·

1

¡22

¡ (p
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¡2
22

¸1=2¾

: (51)
 

Equation (51) represents the only analytical solution of the R/T problem for 
anisotropic viscoelastic media. All other situations require at least the solutions of the 
algebraic equation of the fourth degree (P and SV waves in an analogous plane of 
symmetry). 

We shall not discuss Eq.(51) for general viscoelastic media, but only consider 
a simpler case of perfectly elastic anisotropic media (A44A44,A66A66 and A46A46 real-valued, and 
incident bulk waves (Ainc = 0Ainc = 0). Eq.(51) then yields: 
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The expression under the square root is real-valued, and may be positive, zero or 
negative. The positive case (corresponding to subcritical incidence) yields bulk waves. 
This is the standard situation, well-known from applications. For the negative case 
(postcritical incidence), we obtain 

 Pr = Pinc ¡ n[(Pinc ¢ n) + E22=¡22]Pr = Pinc ¡ n[(Pinc ¢ n) + E22=¡22] ,   

 Ar = §n Im[1=¡22 ¡ (p§
1
n3 ¡ n1p

§
3
)2¢=¡2

22
]1=2Ar = §n Im[1=¡22 ¡ (p§

1
n3 ¡ n1p

§
3
)2¢=¡2

22
]1=2 . (53) 

Thus, the attenuation vector is perpendicular to reference plane §§. Propagation vector 
PrPr, however, is not generally parallel to the reference plane. This is easy to see if we 
compute Pr ¢ nPr ¢ n : 

 Pr ¢ n = ¡E22=¡22Pr ¢ n = ¡E22=¡22 . (54) 

Thus, PrPr is parallel to the interface in the postcritical region only for E22 = 0E22 = 0. This is 
a great difference with respect to isotropic media, and is related to the fact that the energy 
flux vector has a different direction than the propagation vector an anisotropic media. 

5. SPECIFICATION OF INCIDENT WAVE 

In the preceding sections, we have specified the slowness vector of the incident wave 
only in a general form, pinc = Pinc + iAincpinc = Pinc + iAinc. Moreover, we have not tested whether pincpinc 
satisfies the constraint relation (4). In such a case, we have not needed to know the 
viscoelastic moduli of the incident halfspace at all. It has been sufficient to compute the 
tangential components p§p§ in reference plane §§ from pincpinc, see Eq.(16). 

In this section, we discuss the R/T problem in more specific terms. We denote the 
complex-valued density-normalised viscoelastic moduli in the incident halfspace by ainc

ijklainc
ijkl, 

and specify the plane incident wave by two unit vectors NincNinc and mincminc and by scalar 
DincDinc, where: 

a) NincNinc is a unit real-valued propagation vector, specifying the direction of 
propagation, Ninc = Pinc=jPincjNinc = Pinc=jPincj. 

b) mincminc is a real-valued unit vector, perpendicular to NincNinc, specifying the 
propagation-attenuation plane. This plane contains both the propagation and 
attenuation vectors PincPinc and AincAinc. 

c) DincDinc is the inhomogeneity parameter of the incident wave, and jDincjjDincj the 
inhomogeneity strength of the incident wave. 

The specification of NincNinc, mincminc, and DincDinc, for known ainc
ijklainc
ijkl, is quite sufficient to 

determine slowness vector pincpinc completely: 

 pinc = ¾incNinc + iDincmincpinc = ¾incNinc + iDincminc , (55) 

see Eq.(10). Quantity ¾inc¾inc is a solution of the algebraic equation of the sixth degree: 

 det[ainc
ijkl(¾

incN inc
j + iDincminc

j )(¾incN inc
l + iDincminc

l )¡ ±ik] = 0det[ainc
ijkl(¾

incN inc
j + iDincminc

j )(¾incN inc
l + iDincminc

l )¡ ±ik] = 0 . (56) 
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Consequently, the slowness vector pincpinc, given by Eq.(55) with Eq.(56), satisfies the 
constraint equation (4). 

There are six roots ¾inc¾inc of Eq.(56), corresponding to the P, S1 and S2 plane waves, 
propagating towards and away from reference plane §§ in the incident halfspace. We have 
to select the root corresponding to the incident wave we require, propagating towards §§. 
The problem of the selection criteria, however, is not treated here, see Introduction. 

For completeness, we also present relations for some other useful quantities related to 
the incident wave, assuming NincNinc, mincminc, DincDinc and ¾inc¾inc are known: 

 Pinc = (Re¾inc)NincPinc = (Re¾inc)Ninc ,    Ainc = (Im ¾inc)Ninc +DincmincAinc = (Im ¾inc)Ninc +Dincminc , 

 jPincj = jRe¾incjjPincj = jRe¾incj ,    jAincj = [(Im¾inc)2 + (Dinc)2]1=2jAincj = [(Im¾inc)2 + (Dinc)2]1=2 , 

 Minc = Ainc=jAincjMinc = Ainc=jAincj ,    Cinc = 1=jRe¾incjCinc = 1=jRe¾incj ,  (57) 

 cos °inc = (Re¾inc)(Im¾inc)=jPincjjAincjcos °inc = (Re¾inc)(Im¾inc)=jPincjjAincj . 

Using Eqs.(16) and (57), we can calculate the tangential component p§ = P§ + iA§p§ = P§ + iA§ 
of the slowness vector pincpinc of the incident wave into interface §§: 

 P§ = (Re ¾inc)(n£ (Ninc £ n))P§ = (Re ¾inc)(n£ (Ninc £ n)) , 

 A§ = (Im ¾inc)(n£ (Ninc £ n)) +Dinc(n£ (minc £ n))A§ = (Im ¾inc)(n£ (Ninc £ n)) +Dinc(n£ (minc £ n)) .  (58) 

The expressions (58) can be simplified if we introduce two real-valued vectors N§N§ 
and m§m§, representing the tangential projections of NincNinc and mincminc into §§: 

 N§ = n£ (Ninc £ n) ; m§ = n£ (minc £ n)N§ = n£ (Ninc £ n) ; m§ = n£ (minc £ n) . (59) 

Note that N§N§ and m§m§ are not generally unit vectors, and are perpendicular to nn; so 
that n ¢N§ = n ¢m§ = 0n ¢N§ = n ¢m§ = 0. Eqs.(58) then read 

 P§ = (Re¾inc)N§ ; A§ = (Im¾inc)N§ +Dincm§P§ = (Re¾inc)N§ ; A§ = (Im¾inc)N§ +Dincm§ . (60) 

If mincminc lies in the plane of incidence, i.e. if N§N§, m§m§ and nn are coplanar, the vectors 
N§N§ and m§m§ are parallel. Consequently, also P§P§ and A§A§ are parallel in this case, although 
the incident wave may be inhomogeneous. 

Using Eq.(19), we obtain an expression for prpr in terms of p§p§ or pincpinc, corresponding 
to any R/T wave: 

 pr = ¾rn+ p§ = ¾rn+ ¾incN§ + iDincm§pr = ¾rn+ p§ = ¾rn+ ¾incN§ + iDincm§ , (61) 

where ¾r¾r is a solution of Eq.(21) and ¾inc¾inc a relevant solution of Eq.(56). Analogously, we 
obtain expressions for PrPr and ArAr 

 Pr = (Re¾r)n+P§ ; Ar = (Im¾r)n+A§Pr = (Re¾r)n+P§ ; Ar = (Im¾r)n+A§ , (62) 

where P§P§, A§A§ are given by Eq.(60). Using Eq.(60), we can also express PrPr and ArAr 
directly in terms related directly to the incident wave (55): 
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 Pr = (Re¾r)n+ (Re¾inc)N§ ; Ar = (Im ¾r)n+ (Im¾inc)N§ +Dincm§Pr = (Re¾r)n+ (Re¾inc)N§ ; Ar = (Im ¾r)n+ (Im¾inc)N§ +Dincm§ . (63) 

Equation (61) (or alternatively Eq.(63)), with Eq.(59), represent the final expressions 
for prpr, PrPr and ArAr. Now we shall discuss the properties of R/T waves in a greater detail. 
We are mainly interested in the phase velocity CrCr, in the unit vector NrNr perpendicular to 
the wavefront, in the inhomogeneity parameter DrDr and corresponding unit vector mrmr, of 
the R/T wave. In the derivations, we shall consider the relations N§ ¢N§ = (Ninc ¢ n)2N§ ¢N§ = (Ninc ¢ n)2, 
m§ ¢m§ = (minc ¢ n)2m§ ¢m§ = (minc ¢ n)2, following from Eq.(59). 

From Eq.(63), we easily obtain 

 jPrj = [(Re¾r)2 + (Re¾inc)2(Ninc ¢ n)2]1=2jPrj = [(Re¾r)2 + (Re¾inc)2(Ninc ¢ n)2]1=2 , 

 jArj = [(Im¾r)2 + (Im ¾inc)2(Ninc ¢ n)2 + (Dinc)2(minc ¢ n)2jArj = [(Im¾r)2 + (Im ¾inc)2(Ninc ¢ n)2 + (Dinc)2(minc ¢ n)2  

 ¡2(Im¾inc)Dinc(Ninc ¢ n)(minc ¢ n)]1=2¡2(Im¾inc)Dinc(Ninc ¢ n)(minc ¢ n)]1=2 .  (64) 

As jPrj = 1=CrjPrj = 1=Cr, the phase velocity CrCr of the R/T wave is given by the relation: 

 Cr = 1=jPrj = [(Re¾r)2 + (Re¾inc)2(Ninc ¢ n)2]¡1=2Cr = 1=jPrj = [(Re¾r)2 + (Re¾inc)2(Ninc ¢ n)2]¡1=2 . (65) 

The unit vector NrNr perpendicular to the wavefront of the R/T wave is expressed as 
follows: 

 Nr = Pr=jPrj = Cr[(Re¾r)n+ (Re¾inc)N§]Nr = Pr=jPrj = Cr[(Re¾r)n+ (Re¾inc)N§] . (66) 

The projection of the attenuation vector ArAr of the R/T wave into the wavefront of that 
wave is given by the relation, see Eq.(13), 

 Drmr =Nr £ (Ar £Nr)Drmr =Nr £ (Ar £Nr) . (67) 

For ArAr parallel with NrNr, the inhomogeneity parameter Dr = 0Dr = 0, and the R/T wave is 
homogeneous. In this case, the unit vector mrmr is not defined. For ArAr non-parallel to NrNr, 
the inhomogeneity parameter DrDr is given by the relation: 

 Dr = jNr £ (Ar £Nr)jDr = jNr £ (Ar £Nr)j , (68) 

and the unit vector mrmr by the relation: 
 mr = (Nr £ (Ar £Nr))=Drmr = (Nr £ (Ar £Nr))=Dr . (69) 

Alternatively, the signs of both DrDr and mrmr may be taken opposite. 
For isotropic viscoelastic media, the final form of R/T laws may be fully expressed 

analytically. We merely use 

 ¾inc =
h

¡

1=Vinc
¢2
+

¡

Dinc
¢2

i1=2

¾inc =
h

¡

1=Vinc
¢2
+

¡

Dinc
¢2

i1=2

 , (70) 

so that 

 pinc =
h

¡

1=Vinc
¢2
+

¡

Dinc
¢2

i1=2

Ninc + iDincmincpinc =
h

¡

1=Vinc
¢2
+

¡

Dinc
¢2

i1=2

Ninc + iDincminc . (71) 

We further use 
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 ¾r = §
h

(1=Vr)
2 ¡

¡

1=Vinc
¢2
+ (pinc ¢ n)2

i1=2

¾r = §
h

(1=Vr)
2 ¡

¡

1=Vinc
¢2
+ (pinc ¢ n)2

i1=2

 . (72) 

Then 

 pr = Pr + iArpr = Pr + iAr , (73) 

where prpr, PrPr and ArAr are given by Eqs.(61) and (63), with Eq.(59). All other expressions 
(64)−(69) for the quantities related to R/T waves remain the same as in general case. 
Explicit form of these expressions may be written in many alternative forms. 

The expressions simplify considerably for Dinc = 0Dinc = 0 (homogeneous incident wave). In 
this case, we obtain 

 ¾inc = 1

Vinc ; ¾r = §
h

(1=Vr)
2 ¡

¡

1=Vinc
¢2
sin2 µinc

i1=2

¾inc = 1

Vinc ; ¾r = §
h

(1=Vr)
2 ¡

¡

1=Vinc
¢2
sin2 µinc

i1=2

 . (74) 

It is simple to conclude from Eq.(63) (with Dinc = 0Dinc = 0) and Eq.(68) that the R/T waves are 
in general inhomogeneous also if the incident wave is homogeneous. 

For SH waves in viscoelastic monoclinic anisotropic media, the final form of R/T 
laws may be again expressed analytically, see Section 4.8. The slowness vector of the 
incident wave is expressed using Eq.(55), where ¾inc¾inc is given by the relation: 

 ¾inc = ¡iDinc¤=¡22 § [1=¡22 + (D
inc)2¢=¡2

22
]1=2¾inc = ¡iDinc¤=¡22 § [1=¡22 + (D

inc)2¢=¡2
22
]1=2 . (75) 

Here ¢¢ is given by Eq.(50), ¤¤ and ¡22¡22 by the relations: 

 ¡22 = A66(N
inc
1
)2 +A44(N

inc
3
)2 + 2A46N

inc
1

N inc
3

¡22 = A66(N
inc
1
)2 +A44(N

inc
3
)2 + 2A46N

inc
1

N inc
3

 , 

 ¤ = (A66 ¡ A44)N
inc
1

N inc
3
+A46((N

inc
3
)2 ¡ (N inc

1
)2)¤ = (A66 ¡ A44)N

inc
1

N inc
3
+A46((N

inc
3
)2 ¡ (N inc

1
)2) .  (76) 

For the derivation of Eq.(75), see Červený and Pšenčík (2005, Eq. (57)). 
Final expressions for prpr, PrPr and ArAr are then given by Eqs.(61) and (63), where ¾r¾r is 

given by Eq.(49) and ¾inc¾inc by Eq.(75). All other expressions for jPrjjPrj, jArjjArj, CrCr, DrDr, NrNr 
and mrmr remain the same as in Eqs.(64)−(69). 

By a proper choice of elastic moduli A44A44, A66A66 and A46A46, the relations can be used for 
SH waves propagating in orthorhombic and hexagonal anisotropic viscoelastic media. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The reflection/transmission laws at a plane interface between two viscoelastic 
anisotropic halfspaces are derived and discussed. Under the R/T laws, we understand the 
procedures for determining the slowness vectors of R/T plane waves from the slowness 
vector of the incident wave. The slowness vectors of all waves are, in general, complex-
valued. The slowness vector of inhomogeneous incident wave is expressed in terms of the 
so-called mixed specification, using the unit vectors NincNinc, mincminc and the inhomogeneity 
parameter DincDinc. The derived R/T laws are quite general; they are valid for isotropic and 
anisotropic, viscoelastic and perfectly elastic media, for bulk, homogeneous and 
inhomogeneous incident plane waves, and for any type of reflected and transmitted plane 
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waves. All generated R/T waves are, in general, inhomogeneous, even if the incident 
wave is homogeneous. 

The derivation of R/T laws given in Section 5 requires, in general, the solution of two 
algebraic equations of the sixth degree; one corresponding to the mixed specification of 
the slowness vector of the incident wave, and the other corresponding to the componental 
specification of the slowness vector of the R/T waves under consideration. In special 
cases, the algebraic equations of the sixth degree reduce to the algebraic equations of the 
fourth degree, or even of the second degree. For isotropic viscoelastic media, and for SH 
waves in the plane of symmetry of monoclinic (orthorhombic, hexagonal) anisotropic 
viscoelastic media, the algebraic equation of the sixth degree reduce to the second degree 
and can be fully solved analytically. 

The derivation of the R/T laws is based on the fact that the projections of the complex-
valued slowness vectors of the incident and all relevant R/T waves on the interface must 
be the same. This requirement should be valid both for waves propagating towards and 
away from the interface. 

The same algorithms of determining the R/T laws can be used also for poroviscoelastic 
media. The only difference is that the algebraic equations for ¾inc¾inc and ¾r¾r are of the eight 
degree (not sixth). 

The presented algorithm of the R/T laws is a necessary prerequisite for the 
computation of R/T coefficient at a plane interface between two viscoelastic anisotropic 
media. In such case, a proper selection algorithm must be also supplemented, which 
would be able to distinguish the waves propagating towards and away from the interface. 
In viscoelastic anisotropic media, such selection algorithms are not straightforward, and 
are not treated here. For a detailed discussion of the selection criteria see Ruud (2006) and 
Krebes and Daley (2007), where many other references can be found. 
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APPENDIX 
SNELL’S LAW IN VISCOELASTIC ANISOTROPIC MEDIA 

We have presented two forms of Snell’s law: 

1. The first form of Snell’s law is represented by its classical version (1), 

 sin iinc=V inc = sin ir=V rsin iinc=V inc = sin ir=V r . (A.1) 

Eq.(A.1) is valid for isotropic perfectly elastic media. V incV inc and V rV r are real-valued 
velocities (®® or ̄̄ ) in the incident and R/T halfspace, respectively, iinciinc is the angle 
of incidence (i.e. the acute angle between the normal to the interface and the 
slowness vector of the incident wave), and irir is the reflection/transmission angle, 
defined in an analogous way. Angle irir, however, may be complex-valued for 
sin iinc > V inc=V rsin iinc > V inc=V r (postcritical incidence). 
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2. The second form of the Snell’s law, see Eq.(27), 

 sin µinc=Cinc = sin µr=Crsin µinc=Cinc = sin µr=Cr , (A.2) 

is valid quite generally, for viscoelastic and perfectly elastic media, for anisotropic 
and isotropic media, for inhomogeneous, and homogeneous plane waves. In certain 
cases, the individual quantities in Eq.(A.2) have a different meaning than in 
Eq.(A.1). µincµinc and µrµr are always real-valued and determine the directions of the 
propagation vectors PincPinc and PrPr of the incident and R/T waves, see Eq.(26), CincCinc 
and CrCr are the relevant real-valued phase velocities of both waves. Phase velocities 
CincCinc and CrCr are not constants, but they depend on the directions of PincPinc and AincAinc, 
and on inhomogeneity parameter DincDinc. 

The second form of Snell’s law (A.2) is considerably more general than the first form. 
Unfortunately, it is not constructive as Eq.(A.1). In Eq.(A.1), three quantities are often 
known, and the fourth may be computed. For example, V incV inc, iinciinc and irir are known, and 
V rV r is computed. Alternatively, V incV inc, V rV r and iinciinc are known, and irir is computed. This is, 
in general, impossible in Eq.(A.2). Even if we specify µincµinc and compute the 
corresponding CincCinc, both µrµr and CrCr remain unknown. To compute them, the procedures 
proposed in Sections 3 and 4 must be used. Snell’s law (A.2) is not sufficient for this 
purpose. In fact, Snell’s law (A.2) is not needed in this procedure at all, it is only obtained 
as a by-product. 

In isotropic perfectly elastic media, however, both Eq.(A.1) and Eq.(A.2) yield the 
same results. For subcritically incident waves the equivalence of Eq.(A.1) and Eq.(A.2) is 
obvious, as Cinc = V incCinc = V inc, Cr = V rCr = V r, sin µinc = sin iincsin µinc = sin iinc and sin µr = sin irsin µr = sin ir in this case, see 
Section 4.7, Paragraph a. For postcritically incident waves, however, this is not 
immediately obvious. The reader is reminded that irir is complex-valued in this case, but µrµr 
is real-valued. 

We can, however, simply prove it even in this case. For incident wave, we again have 
Cinc = V incCinc = V inc and µinc = iincµinc = iinc. For reflected waves, we use Eqs.(48): Cr = V inc= sin iincCr = V inc= sin iinc, 
µr = 1

2
¼µr = 1

2
¼,. This yields 

 sin µr=Cr = sin iinc=V incsin µr=Cr = sin iinc=V inc . (A.3) 

Consequently, the second form of the Snell’s law (A.2) is identically satisfied. The 
complex-valued R/T angle irir is given by the simple relation: 

 sin ir = V r sin iinc=V incsin ir = V r sin iinc=V inc . (A.4) 

For viscoelastic anisotropic media, however, the classical version (A.1) of Snell’s law 
is not valid. 
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